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ABSTRACT
Online Panoramic Photo Album is a system developed for the user who has interest in
any related work inpanoramic especially panoramic photographer and developer. Hence,
the objective of this system is to integrate panoramic into photo album, to view
panoramic images in photo album and study about human perception on panoramic
pictures. The scope of study for this project is perform in the university area and
collecting feedbacks from various background of user who have readily Information
Technology (IT) skills. The author has used Rapid Application Development (RAD) as
the methodology todevelop the system. The end product will enable the user tonavigate
panoramic pictures into photo album, and display multiple panoramic images in one page
to show some sortof continuous story telling about the user with the image by enabling
comments below the picture. The system also enables the user to arrange the images.
As a conclusion, the system being developed to ease the panoramic interest group to
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1.1 Background of Study
People today are more attracted to new technologies which are enjoyable, run, easy,
memorable, and uncomplicated to understand and learn. From the traditional technology,
photography; there are several enhancements from photography mat makes it more
attractive and unforgettable. Examples of the enhancement from photography are
panoramic pictures, photo album, video, and etc. Now, with the rapid technology
development and Internet these enhancements of photography was incorporate together
so that people can gain benefits from these inventions. New inventions have eased
people daily activities andhelping them to achieve goals in theirlife.
1.2 Problem Statement
1.2.1 Problem Identification
Nowadays, digital camerahas becoming more popular than analog camera. Simply
because digital cameracan produce the photographs muchfaster, capable to view the
images taken after capturing the images, capable to delete unsatisfied images after
capturing the images, taking video, can store more than 36 pictures and lots more.
However, the image from digital photograph is unable to project the actual
environment into the eyes of user, static views, simple and less attractive. Simple
photography is also unable to project the actual scenery and the whole view of that
particular scenery. Meanwhile the problems occur after taking the pictures is where
to save the pictures. Initially, it can be saved in hard disk but after quite some time
these pictures will consume a lot of hard disk space in the PC. Another problem is
when to share the sweetest moments with love ones, family and friends. One way is
to send the pictures using e-mail however it can be really tedious and consumes a lot
of time especially when there are plenty of pictures and the size of e-mail for
attachment is limited.
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1.2.2 Significance ofthe project
The significance of the project is enhancing the use of photography by providing
more benefits to the end-user and to ease their daily activities. It also gives benefits
to the user who has interest in panoramic and related work by offering other
alternatives way to store and share related works to thepublic.
1.3 Objectives and scope of study
1.3.1 Objectives
1. To integrate panoramic into photoalbum.
2. Toviewpanoramic images inphotoalbum.
3. To do human perception studieson panoramic pictures.
1.3.2 Scope ofstudy
For this project, the author will study on developing a photo album and panoramic
picture to integrate both to be an Online Panoramic Photo Album. The system
will make ease for the users who have interest in any related panoramic work
especially panoramic developer who needs tostored and publish their works with
the others. The author has decided to conduct the study in the university area and
will collect feedbacks from various background of user. The purpose is to study
how significant the system to the user. Hence, an effective and efficient system
will be created to fulfill their needs and a human studies is conducted to measures
the significance of the system. Through the study, the author has used
Macromedia Dreamweaver and MySQL to develop the system. The advantage of
using these software's is because the author used PHP and MYSQL and it is a
open source codes where it can be found widely inthe Internet and it's free.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
History andtheuse ofan Online PhotoAlbum
An online photo album concept was developed from the traditional photo album that
usually use after develop the pictures. The traditional photo album was use to keep the
collection of all the pictures from ones entire life. The idea of using photo album
initiated when the era of photography was rise. An online photo album was developed
after the digital camera was invented in 1991 by Kodak [3], The purpose of an online
photo album is to resolve the issues of saving the huge amount and size of digital
photograph in hard disk and sharing it with others. Basically, an online photo album is
use to upload, save, edit, view and share the pictureswith others (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Existing Online Photo Albam
Source: htip://www.photobucket.com
History ofPanoramic
The panorama was registered for patent in 1787 by Robert Barker in London. At that
time, panoramawas a new form of painting with sweeping picturespainted on the inside
of the wallsbuildings. Sophisticated illumination and special painting techniques played
to the imagination of the observer standing on a platform at the center to create the
perfect illusion [I].
Then it was followed by the extended panorama, the double extended panorama, the
scene panorama, the landscape kaleidoscope, the cosmorama, the diorama and finallythe
double effect diorama which provides motion effects on a two-dimensional surface which
was inventedin 1844by Phillip Hackert and LouisJacquesMande Daguarre[2].
Later, when photograph was invented in 1839 it didn't take long for a panoramicconcept
to fit in. In 1843, Austria's Joseph Puchberger patented a camera with rotating optical
system, whereby the lens could be turned via a hand crank while shooting. This
technology was further developed by Kodak, which unveiled the world's first panoramic
camera in 1899 [lj.
The use ofPanoramic
Today panoramic techniques are use in most industries like tourism, historical, NASA,
cultural heritage, scenery show, entertainment, architecture, interior design fields, hotel,
crime scenes and lots more.
Panoramic is use in historical to enable the visitor to view the historical places,
monuments, artifacts, maps which some of those things that are restricted for the visitors
to view it closely (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Historical Panoramic Maps
Source: http://i^Joc.gov/amme«i/pnmtmiypmciU)img.html
Panoramic is use in NASA to display their explorations on the space, NASA new
inventions, experiments and lots more. The purposethey choosepanoramictechniques is
to demonstrate their findings with the community through out the world that don't have
the opportunity to go to outerspaceand imagine like landing on that site (Figure 3).
Figure 3: NASA Explorations in Mars.
Source: www.WoridVR.cora
Another industry that uses panoramic technique widely is tourism industry whereby this
technique gives lots of benefits to the tourism industry and the tourists. It helps the
countries attract more tourists from around the world by identify attractive places from
many different regions, and assist the tourists to have an optimum planning before they
can start their trip. Most of the current tourism websites are using mis technique to
promote their places and give the feeling of visiting the places virtually to the visitors
(Figure 4).
Figure 4: Exploring Taj-Mahal,
Source: http://www.ta]"mahal4i^t/biackLarge.htm
The uses of panoramic in architectural and interior design fields also give the benefits to
all the parties where they can view the amazing interior design and the structures of the
buildingarchitecture and the uniqueness of those buildings (Figure5).
Figure 5: Milan's Duomo Cathedral.
Source: http://www.fiUlscreenqtw.ram
An interesting uses ofpanoramic technique is in securing evidence and document crimes
scenes. Thepolice will take pictures ofdetails that are directly related to the crime. The
purpose is to collect various different details and examine the panoramic pictures as the
case progresses (Figure 6).




The methodology that is suitable to implement this system is iterative design and
implementation process that incorporate elements of user-centered design and rapid
prototyping to develop the system [6], This is because it helps the developer to do
analysis and guide the requirement analysis and interface design. Another reason is
because due to the limitation of time given to the author and at the same time the author
need to develop a product that have functionalities which meet the most of initial
requirements. At the end of the development of the product, the author has to do




The initial planningis the most important part for the project to be successful. In this
phase, the authorhas prepared a workplan, identify problems and opportunity. Thus,
the author has produced the project milestone to ensure that all the development
stages are complete within the time frame. Refer to Appendix A for the planned
milestone.
3.1.2 Analysis
At this phase, the author has done an analysisby doing requirement studies that based
on other researchers work mat related to this system. The research papers that take
into consideration are the systems that have similar functionalities with the author
project Other sources of information such as books and Internet also play a major
role in collecting the desired information before building the system. The
requirement refining is performed to indicate that the nmctionalities included are
suitable according to the time given, scope, and other available resources. Therefore,
a use care diagram is attached in the Appendix B to show the overview of system
requirements.
3.1.3 Design
In the design phase, the author has designed the system operations and features based
on the gathered requirements. First, the author has created and arranged the system
flow according to the main functionalities. Then, the author has designed the
storyboard to create a visual layoutof the system flow. Thus, the designed interface
is based on the system flow and storyboard which has been done before designingthe
actual interface. Then, the author has use Macromedia Dream weaver for the interface
development. The flow of the system is represented in Appendix C. The flowchart
showed the functionality of the system. The most important phase that can be seen
through the diagram is arranging the images and also to display the panoramic
pictures process.
3.1.4 Construction
At this stage the system is build and executed whereby the author has developed the
system in iterativecycles, requirements checkingand develops again until the system
is successful and ready to be use. The system is built using PHP and MySQL
database. And at the end of the development, the system will be testing and develop
iteratively until it meet the specification of the initial requirements of the project.
And at the final iterations of the system development the author has prepare
documentation and perform user acceptance testing that based on principles as below:
3,1.4.1 Testing
The testing part iscrucial totest whether the system isdeveloped according to system
design and requirements. There will be evaluations that based on Kearsley's four
stagesof interactions [6]:
a) Immediate Attraction
Principle: Use themost attractive content ("treasures") to demonstrate the system
and invite use.
Guidelines: Organize content tohighlight treasures for the general community and
for sub-communities with special interest; implement an attract sequence tailored
forthe audience; clearly indicate howto endthe attract sequence and begin using
the system; avoidintroductory ("splash") screens.
b) Immediate Learning
Principle: Support zero-trial learning. Users should be able to use the interface
after observing others or using it themselves for a brief period of time (15-60
seconds).
Guidelines: Use the simplest practical interface; take careful advantage of
common knowledge in the community; use an immediately understandable
metaphor, make visible affordances for all operations and ensure that all results
are immediately apparent; avoid menu bars and other elements that hide
functionality; avoid UInavigation such as scrolling and jumping. If online help is
needed, it should be extremely condensed and displayed in the context of the
primary interface without obscuring it. Short demonstrations of functions can be
incorporated into the attract sequence.
c) Immediate Engagement
Principle: Encourage users to immediately interact with content; provide
immediate reward; avoid interrupting users.
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Guidelines: Defer login or user identification as long as possible; avoid any
interactions that interruptthe user or displaydialog boxes.
d) Immediate Disengagement
Principle: When a userdeparts, immediately reset the system andprepare for the
next visitor.
Guidelines: Use proximity sensors, infrared, sonar pressure- sensitive mats or
machine vision when it is important to reset the system between users; otherwise,
provide a reset button and implement an idle-timeout.
3.2 Tools
The tools that are used in the development of the system are as below:
3.2.1 Software
No. Software Description
1. Adobe Photoshop Correcting Image Distortion
2. Realviz Stitcher Stitch pictures
3. iVista Panorama Stitch pictures
4. QTVR Panoramic Publication
5. PHP & MySQL The publication of the system
Table 1: Software Requirements
3.2.2 Hardware
No. Hardware Description
1. Operating System Microsoft Windows XP
2. Processor Intel Pentium 4
3. Memory 1G
4. Disk Space Minimum 50G of free space
5. Digital Camera Canon Digital IXUS i Power Shot SD30
6. Tripod Assist to capture images





The Author is responsible to develop an Online Panoramic Photo Album (OPPA) which
is focused to be used bythe users who are Information Technology (IT) literate and also
to thepanoramic photographer or developer. The system is basically to display multiple
panoramic images in one page so that it will show some sort of continuous story telling
about the userwith the image by enabling comments below the picture. Thesystem also
enables the user to arrange the images according to their preferences and accordance that
based on their likeness or series of events. Thus, OPPA is divided into three main
functionalities which are to display multiple panoramic in one page, to post comments
and arrange the panoramic images.
4.2 System Design and Structure
The user interface for Online Panoramic Photo Album is simple, easy to learn and serve
the purpose of this system. Basically, before starting using the system there is a login
page to authenticate the user before they can use all the functionalities. The system has
three users which are administrator who administer and control the system, one user who
can use all the functionalities, and one user who has limitedprivilegesand only can view
the panoramic images*
• Post comments below the pictures
User is allowed to post comments belowthe pictures to indicate a story lineabout the
pictures with user. Therefore they canview others people opinion about the picture
and respondback to the comments.
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* Arrangement or organization panoramic pictures
One special function from the system is the user able to arrange the pictures based on
their input and preferences. Whereby, a collection ofpictures are organized based on
the attributes, accordance, priority, likeness and the meanings of the pictures to the
user. The user has to arrange the pictures where they need to specify the number of
order for each picture.
• Display all the panoramic images.
Another objective of the project is to view the panoramic picture in a photo album.
Hence, the user can view all the images right after they have arranged the images
accordingly. Whereby, in the system it has one page with all images and has 4
pictures in a row. The usercan navigate each image easily.
43 Database Design and Database Structure
After creating the interface of the system, the author has created the database that is
required for the display function for the system. As for the database structure, the author
had gathered all the information needed from the research result. The database schema
was manually created or designed on paper before it was being transferred into the
application. The application that was beingused in suchsystem is the MySQL. From the
information gathered, the author has decided to create three tables which are:
No. Table Attribute Description






















Table 3: Database Details
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4.4 Result & Discussion
Online Panoramic Photo Album Layout
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Figure 7: Login Page
This screen layout is the login page before the user have the privileges to use all the
functionalities such as arranging the panoramic pictures, view the panoramic pictures,
navigate the panoramic pictures, and give comments to the pictures. There are three type
of user created. One is die administrator who is responsible to provide necessary access
to the user, update the user account, updates the available panoramic pictures, updates the
layout of the application and maintains the functionalities so that it will available at all
time. Another user will have privileges to arranging the panoramic pictures, view the
panoramic pictures, navigate the panoramic pictures, and give comments to the pictures.
And the last user only can view the panoramic pictures but did not have other special
privileges in the application.
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Figure 8: Main Page
This is the main page for the Online Panoramic Photo Album after successfully login
where it will list all the available albums including the view of the folder thumbnails. It
also listed the numberofalbums in the page. On the left side ofthe main page is the tree
icon for each album and includingthe name ofapplication. The purpose of the tree icon
is to enable the user have better view of the available albums if there are huge numbers
albums in the system.
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Figure 9: Folder Main Page
The user will go into this page if they select any of the albums. This page is the main
page of the album and it will list all the available panoramic pictures. Besides, it also
lists thepanoramic picture name and thenumber of comments posted. The arrangement
of the pictures in a page is the number ofpictures per page is four pictures in a row and
12 pictures in a page.
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Figure 10: Panoramic View Page
In this page the user able to view the panoramic pictures available in the album and
navigate it. Besides they also can upload comments below the picture and response to
other user comments. The purpose of the comments is to show some sort of storyline
about the picture related with the users.
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Figure 11: Edit Album Page (1)
In this page, the user can edit or update information about the album such as the album
name, created date, allowing what type user can access the album and sorting the order of
the album.
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Figure12: Edit Album Page(2)
Continuous from the screen above is the page for editing the details of the panoramic
pictures. The user can edit or update information about the pictures such as the pictures
name, provide brief explanations about the picture and arranging the panoramic pictures
according to the priority, likeness orevents. The users need to arrange the picture using
number type of input.
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Figure 13: User Manager Page (1)
The user managerpage only available in administrator accountthat use to create new
user, deleteexisting users and change currentpasswordofthe existing users.
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Figure 14: User Manager Page (2)
This page is for administrator to add, delete or change password the user whereby it
needs to generate usemame, password and reconfirm the password key in. Only
administrator hasthe privileges to perform these because to avoid unauthorized access to
the system andcontrol the useractivities.
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4.5 System Evaluation
The development of this system has been accessed by the user and tested whether the
system has served the purpose of the requirements and to measure the human perception
towards the system. Thus, questionnaires have been given to the users to evaluate the
significance and effectiveness of the system to the users (Refer to Appendix D). The
system has been evaluated based on Kearsley's four stages of interactions to measure
how the functionalities are significance and effective to the users. Besides, the system
also been tested on how interactive it is to the user based on enabling sound feature and
navigating the pictures.
The author has gathered feedbacks and comments about the system interface and
functionalities.
The testing evaluation has been conducted to small group of users which involved 10
participants and done it in one time. The purpose of the system evaluation is to see
whether OPPA able to grab users attention and measure the commercial value of it. A
structured type of questions has been given to the participants to elicit important
feedbacks from the user.
The background of participants involved who are IT literate but might not heard or uses
panoramic application. The group is divided into three small groups which is Group A,
Group B, Group C. The userneed to rank the system from 1to 5 (5 for the most like and
1 for the least like). Group A consist of three participants can comments and rank die
system when the system disable to navigate pictures and no sound feature. Group B
consist of 3 participants can comments and rank the system when the pictures can be
navigate butno sound feature. Group C consists of4 participants can comments and rank
the system when the system enable the users to navigate the pictures and included sound
feature.
From the garnered feedbacks, some of the users had heard about panoramic and some
aren't. The users also did not see any existing Panoramic Photo Album before. The
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feedbacks about the system are majority of the user think mat the interface is OK and
simple but hard to understand. However the entire users think that the system has a
commercial value if it will be enhanced in the future.
The feedbacks to study human perception of the system based on ranking, Group A total
rank is 3/15, Group B total rank is 6/15 and Group C total rank is 18/20. Fromthe result,
it can be concluded that users are prefer a system that provide most functionalities and
interactive which in this case are able to navigate the pictures with sound feature
included.
The users also commented overall of the system performance and interactivity. Majority
of them didn't know how to create panoramic pictures which mean that they doesn't
know what kind of software available in the market to perform this action and also they
doesn't have any knowledge to use it. The users also mentioned that it such a hassle to
create panoramic pictures since it needs to take a series of images and edit it before
publishes to the web. Meanwhile, others say that although it a long process but it is
satisfying work to see how the picture can view me environment.
Moreover, the users also expressedabout limited functionalities offered to the user. Thus
it looks like the system is less interesting and less valuable to them. However, they
suggest that they will buy the product if it serve multiple needs of the users such as
enabling the product to support various types of files like .mpeg, .avi, .mp3, etc and not
only panoramic format. Therefore they were referring to a product which not only


















Figure 15: Panoramic Awareness





















In conclusion, the system is focusing on enable panoramic picture to be integrated and
viewed in the photo album. Thus it gives benefits to the users who have interest in
panoramic applications by getting utilities like navigating and sharing the panoramic
pictures. However the most critical part of the system is to be able to achieve optimal
requirements while developing the photo album. This is because, it's important to
develop a product that can attract the user to use it and have commercial value.
Therefore studies on human perception of the system really assists the author in identify
the weaknesses and advantages of the system to the users. Successful development of
OnlinePanoramic Photo Album will eliminate the difficulties face by the users who wish
to share and store their panoramic pictures online.
Due to the limited resources given to the author which is time, the proposed system can
be reliable to certain extent of requirements only and not up to the standard of available
system exists in the markets in terms of its functionality. This is because the author has
to eliminate certain functionalities when it runs out of schedule to completeit.
Last but not least the whole overview of the project itself, the author view of the course
itself is it could be better if the student have equal opportunities with previous students to
develop the project. This is referring to duration planned that is given to the students.
Due to a limited resources which is time constraint, the author felt unsatisfied with the
developed product as it doesn't meet the author expectation from the beginning of the
project initiation. The course shouldbe able to train the students producing and gainthe
most knowledge during this period and not only for the purposeofdevelop a system and
passing the grade so that it will be valuable for the future purposes.
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However, the implementation of this project gives a good experience to the author on
how to manage project individually whereby need to comply with the milestone given
and at the sametime try best to producean optimumproduct at the end. At the same time
it also gives opportunities and identifies weaknesses in discovering new management
skills, knowledge andapplies and improves it in the future. Therefore, a supervision and
guidance from supervisor reallyhelpsthe authorto discover these.
5.2 Recommendation
Although the system is partially completed but there are several enhancement that can be
implemented in the future. Firstly, the system must have upload functionality so that the
user able to store the pictures easily and not only view the panoramic pictures stored by
the administrator.
Secondly, the system can have search functions in the future. It applies when there are
huge numbers of pictures in an album and its' difficult to find the desired picture at a
timewhere the usersneedto browse one by one the folder.
Thesystem also can be enhanced by including archive dateforeach picture thathasbeen
uploaded. This will help the users to keep track of the pictures and assists the user to
searchand browsethe pictures later ifthere are plenty of albums in the system.
Lastly, it will be better if it can support multiple formats of media files and not only
restrictedto panoramicfile format only. This is because the users can gain benefits from
the system which offermultiple functionalities and choose this productas their favorite.
27
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[ ] 20-35 [] 36-50
[ ] Male/ Lelaki [ ] Perempuan
t ] Malay/ Melayu
[ ] Indian/ India
[ ] Chinese/ Cina
[ ] Others/ Iain-lain
[] Student/Pelajar
[ ] Lecturer/ Pensyarah
Others/ Iain-lain
[] Over 65/ Atas65
Level of education/ : [ ] School/ Sekolah [ ] Degree/
[ ] Master's / IjazahLanjutan [ ] Phd./ Dr.
1. Have you ever heard about Panoramic before?
A. Yes
B. No
2. Have you ever see Online Panoramic Photo Album?
A. Yes
B. No
3. What do you think about the interface?
A. Simple & Hard to understand
B. Simple & Easy to understand
C. Unpractical
D. OK
For Questions4-6, please rank the system from 1-5 (\=the least like, 5=the most like)






















8. Please give your comments or recommendation about the system.
